82	THE BALLADS
2.      It was the knight Sir Aage
Went riding here and there
He loved the lady Elselill
A maid so fair . . .
Thus, these lyrical survivals indicate that the Danish ballads
were preceded and adapted to the non-narrative carole.
If the English and Scottish ballads were ever danced, it
must have been to the carole that they were adapted, and it is
reasonable to assume that at least some of them were so
adapted. Two types of verse-structure used in the British
ballads may have arisen through the influence of the carole
with its alternation between leader and chorus. The first of
these has an external "burden" or refrain, and it is found
in the fifteenth-century "carols" which take their name as^
well as their structure from the carole. At its simplest, this
form has the structure aaaX\ that is, a verse of three rhymed
lines sung by the leader, and then one unrhymed line sung as
"burden" by the chorus. Later, the burden became a rhymed
couplet, and this became rhyme-linked to a fourth line of the
verse. The stanza then had the structure aaab BB, which is
found in the Provencal ballada and in our carols:
Lett no man come into this hall.
Crome, page, nor yet marshaH,
But that some sport he bring with all:
For now is the time of Christemas.
Burde •        /Make we merry bothe more and lasse*
tFor now is the time of Christemas.
A few ballads have this external refrain or burden; for example,
"Robyn and Gandeleyn" (115), and "The Elfin Knight" (2).
The second type of structure, with an internal, or alternating
refrain, is more commonly found among our ballads. In
"The Cruel Mother", for example, the formula is aBaB:
She leaned her back against a thorn
Refrain:      Fine flowers in the valley
And there she has her sweet babe born
Refrain:      And the green leaves they grow rarely.
* Less

